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Applying principle to your daily life is not enough. You must have True Parents and the Blessing. There 

have to be True Parents in the restoration process. One God, One Representative - True Parents -  and 

One Lineage.  

 

The key things: Lineage, True Parents, the Blessing through true parents. To do so what must you fulfill? 

A seven-year course. Why?  

 

Adam and Eve were representing True Parents. But today there are other humans representing the nation 

and world.  

 

We go through a seven-year course to cleanse ourselves from original sin. It is a condition to indemnify 

fallen lineage. You must take responsibility for that indemnity process. No one is excluded.  

 

Seven years to receive the blessing and then a total of 21 years.  

 

First restore the creation itself. Seven years. Then receive the blessing. Then two more seven year periods. 

The blessing is conditional.  

 

The second seven years responsibility is the growth period of Adam and Eve.  

 

The third seven year responsibility is the perfection of Adam and Eve.  

 

Ideally children should not come until your second stage. (Like Jacob and Rachel.) 

 



Final restoration doesn't occur until your children receive Blessing into Father's family. Before that it is 

symbolic - the Holy Wine Ceremony.  

 

Our children represent Adam and Eve (sinless). You are therefore in the position of God. That is the 

Foundation of Substance. Through your children your love propagates.  

 

To receive Father's blood is to be physically restored. This comes about through your children receiving 

the Blessing into the True Family. Therefore your ultimate responsibility as a Unification Church member 

is to raise children to that standard. Within ten generations - the direct descendent will include hundreds 

of millions. You are the ancestors, on top of that ladder.  

 

What is the standard? To be the ideal object to the ideal subject: OBEDIENCE. That is the standard upon 

which you receive the lineage. Through your children you will receive the final restoration.  

 

Go out and witness, preach. 

 

"Kingship" represents lineage. What remains, representing Father, is the lineage, Father's children. 

Substantial restoration comes only through lineage; therefore Father's family is important.  

 

These things should be spoken by you, not me.  

 

Within the family there is one central figure representing True Parents - that is the elder son. It is the 

position, not my talent or ability. Each generation will have a central figure - the elder son. That's why 

Satan always attacked the elder son, tried to dominate the elder son. [He] represents the central point 

within the ocean of Father's lineage. 

 

You should establish a Parents' Day of your own. Then a Children's Day a Day of All Things and finally 

Gods' Day at the end of your 21 year course. 1968 is the end of Father's 21 year course. This means you 

stand in the ideal position, God's position to create ideal children. (who can be blessed in Father's 

lineage). 

 

  Unification Church's 21 Year Course 

Father's Individual 21 Year Course   
1946 1954 1960 1968 1981 

 

You must go through an individual 21 year course. 
 

Who has met the necessary standards to receive the blessing - three spiritual children? 

 

You must receive Father's model course. 

 

If you can give greater sacrificed than the next person, your time will come. 

 



 
 



 



 


